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M. Mat 0 u S k 0 v Ii: Ecohydrological monitoring of the river habitat quality. - Geografie 
Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 105-116 (2004). - Complex ecohydrological methods are of 
principal significance when evaluating the state of water ecosystems and they give also 
decisive information for their restoration. New approaches in the evaluation allow a broader 
view at the water ecosystem. The ecohydrological state of a stream is determined by a set of 
hydromorphological characteristics of the river channel, of its runoff, by hydrochemical and 
hydrobiological condition of water, by the character of bank and riparian belts and 
transformation of the floodplain. The new European Water Framework Directive 
(2000/60IEC) underlines the significance of ecohydrological methods. In the paper is 
represented a method of ecomorphological evaluation of streams habitat quality and its 
application on the model study area of the Rakovnicky Brook. 
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1. Introduction 

From the beginning of the eighties, efforts have come up to develop an 
objective and complex evaluation method of the ecological state of 
watercourses. Classical approaches of streams quality evaluation are based 
on hydrochemical and hydrobiological methods. These methods are not 
replaceable in the case of determining the pollution degree of surface 
waters. Their joint negative attribute is concentration on watercourse bed. 
These methods obviously provide indirect information also on processes 
taking place within the whole basin. Quality of surface waters is also 
closely connected with hydromorphological characteristics of watercourse 
beds, especially with the degree of anthropogenic modifications, the 
character of riparian belt along streams, the sediment and runoff regime, 
and land use. 

Since the end of the nineties of the twentieth century, tendencies to form 
new complex analyses have increased which would reflect the total, so called 
ecological, or ecohydrological condition of streams. 

Complex ecohydrological methods are of principal significance when 
evaluating the state of water ecosystems and they give decisive information 
for their restoration. The ecohydrological state of a stream is determined by a 
set of hydromorphological characteristics of the river channel, of its runoff 
and suspended sediment load regime, by hydrochemical properties of surface 
water and by hydro biological conditions in the stream channel, by the 
character of bank and riparian belts along streams, by anthropogenic 
transformation of its floodplain. It is indirectly influenced by physical
geographical and social-economic conditions of the whole basin. 
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The new European Water Framework Directive (2000/60IEC) underlines 
the significance of ecohydrological methods. Watercourses are evaluated 
according to an ecological statute, which is determined by biolOgical, 
hydromorphological and physical-chemical parameters. The Water 
Framework Directive is aimed both at the state of the streambed and at its 
riparian belt. The ecological state of water ecosystems is classified in the 
Directive by three degrees: high, good and fair. Individual degrees are 
described only in a general way, as it is problematic to specifY and to quantifY 
the properties of ecosystems in different regions of Europe. For that purpose, 
evaluation procedures and water streams typologies are elaborated in 
different countries. 

2. Aims and methods 

The aim of this research was to elaborate a method fitted for 
ecohydrological monitoring of small streams and its verification and 
application on the model study area. It includes analyses of the existing 
evaluation ecohydrological approaches. Principal for elaboration of these 
method were also studies on fluvial-morpholOgical characteristics of natural 
or near-natural streams. 

The great majority of existing evaluation approaches concern watercourses 
of higher orders according to the classification by Strahler (Strahler 1957). 
For instance the LAW A method (DWVK, LA WA 1996) was created for the 
needs of area evaluation and mutual comparison of ecological structures of 
water streams in the whole Germany. It is extended by the BfG Koblenz 
method (LAWA 1998), formulated and used within the Elbe (Labe) project in 
pilot segments of the Elbe (Labe) River in Germany and in the Czech 
Republic. This method is used for evaluation of ecological state of so-called 
significant watercourses with a channel larger than 10 m. Another of the 
methods, "Ecological evaluation streams" by Niehoff (1996), was also created 
for middle to large basins. 

Ecological principles of evaluation are also discussed in the study "A Guide 
to HABSCORE Field Survey Methods and the Completion of Standard 
Forms" (NRA 1995). The HABSCORE system was elaborated as a tool for 
evaluation of watercourses state from the viewpoint of protection of salmon 
streams. Method "River Habitat Survey" (NRA 1992, 1995) was created on the 
basis of the evaluation "River Corridors Survey" (NRA 1992, 1995). This 
method covers a complex of evaluation parameters, e.g. flUVial-morpholOgical 
characteristics of stream bed and stream banks, a flow type, character of 
stream bank vegetation and of riparian zone, land use in the riparian belt in 
50 m along the stream, but the evaluation system was not elaborated. 

Several studies based on ecolOgical principles have been elaborated in the 
USA and Canada. For example - evaluation of river habitat ecosystems 
"Rapid Bioassesment Protocols For Use in Streams and Wadeable Rivers" 
(Barbour 1999), which is a part ofthe complex biological monitoring of rivers. 
This method is used as a national standard for ecological evaluation of 
watercourses. 

In the Czech Republic only a few ecohydrological studies have been 
published. A st"udy conc~rned with multicriterial analysis of watercourses was 
elaborated by Sindlar (Sindlar 1998) and used for the needs of the Ministry of 
the Environment of the Czech Republic - Water Ecosystems Restoration 
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Programme. An applied ecological study was preceded within the project on 
the Bilina river basin (Havlik et al. 1997). 

3. Ecomorphological evaluation of the stream habitat 

Only little attention has been up to now paid to small streams. For the 
reason of absence of suitable method for small streams, within the framework 
of the research project GAUK ''Water Quality Research in the Berounka River 
Basin" (Langhammer, Matouskova 1999) and work on Ph.D. Thesis 
"Ecohydrological monitoring as a basis for restoration of streams" 
(Matouskova 2003) the method of ecomorphological evaluation of stream 
habitat quality was elaborated. 

This method is an instrument for evaluation of stream ecomorphological 
state in free countryside as well as in urban areas. It is based on a 
combination of field investigation, processing of available data and maps. The 
water ecosystem is understood here as a larger territory, which is formed by 
individual mutually interconnected zones. It is therefore not bound only to the 
riverbed. The unit of the highest order is the basin, and then there are 
delimited zones of the flood plain, of riparian belts and of the stream channel. 

The method of ecomorphological monitoring is composed of several 
separate evaluated parameters that get mutually integrated during the 
evaluation. It includes the analysis of fluvial-morphological features of the 
channel, of the anthropogenic transformation of the hydrographical network, 
of the quality of surface water, of the state of bank vegetation, of the land use 
in riparian belt and of selected ecohydrological features of the basin (Tab 1). 
The ecomorphological evaluation is based on the so-called "potential natural 
state" which is the state of the stream that is formed during the given 
physical-geographical development of the given area without significant 
negative anthropogenic impacts in the landscape. Nevertheless, it is not the 
"historical" state of the stream in the untouched natural landscape. 

Ecomorphological mapping is done in determined segments, which are 
homogenous or heterogeneous in dependence on the size of the basin. In the 
case of small watercourses (catchments area < 100 km2), it is suitable to 
perform the mapping in segments of constant length. The recommended 
segment length is 100 m or 200 m depending on the accuracy, requirements, 
and purpose of the mapping. In the case of larger basins (catchments area 
>100 and < 500 km2), it is suitable to perform the ecomorphological mapping 
in segments of varying length, with the emphasis laid on their qualitative 
homogeneity. Length of individual segments lies within the range of 
500-1000 m. Each segment of the watercourse is delimited exactly on the map 
and marked numerically. Their mutual non-overlapping must be guaranteed. 
For the field mapping, spring and autumn periods are favourable. 
Investigation of hydromorphological structures of the bed should be 
performed during low flow. Mapping results are recorded in a working form 
of the ecomorphological evaluation, in maps, and subsequently processed to 
obtain their digital form, and finally evaluated using a spreadsheet editor and 
represented in thematic layers of GIS. 

Individual parameters are classified by a score in the interval < 0; 5>. The 
values of partial parameters are calculated on the basis of the worst 
registered value that is on the principle of maximum or on the basis of the 
prevailing, so-called dominating value or with the help of arithmetic average. 
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Tab. 1 - Ecomorphological parameters 

Ecomorphological Main Partial ecomorphological Evaluation 
zone ecomorphological parameter (point P / 

parameter verbal V) 

Stream channel Fluvial-morphology Type of river valley V 
and meandering 

Meandering V,P 
River bed (character and shape) P 
Deepening of river channel P 
Accumulation structures P 

Longitudinal profile Existence of steps P 
Channelization P 
Rimes and pools P 
Type of water flow P 
Degree of depth variability P 
Man-made changes in outflow P 

Cross section profile Type of cross section P 
Depth (average) V 
Degree of length variability P 
Type of river training P 

River bed Character of substrate V 
Type of bed training P 
Substrate diversity P 
Microhabitats P 

Bank structures Vegetation P 
Type of bank structures P 
Unstableness of banks P 

Water quality Hydrochemical parametres P 
Hydrobiological parametres P 
Sewage outfalls V 

Vegetation belt Existence of riparian belt P 
Character of riparian belt P 
Retention of riparian belt 

Flood plain Land use in flood plain P 
Flood control measures P 
Retention potential of flood plain P 

Water basin River training P 
Susceptible to erosion P 
Land cover P 
Drainage areas P 
Retention areas P 

The evaluation is done on the basis of additive principle. All ecomorphological 
zones have the same importance for determination of the so-called 
ecomorphological state, which is calculated as the arithmetical average of the 
evaluated ecomorphological zones. The ecomorphological state is then 
classified on the basis of assignment of numerical result into one of the 
defined ecomorphological classes. 

4. The model study area 

The model area for application of the described method was the Rakovnicky 
Brook basin, which corresponds to the requirements of anthropogenic 
transformation of the hydrographical network and of the stream order. At the 
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Fig. 1 - Historical map of the Rakovnicky Brook. Delimitation of ecomorphological 
segments for comparing analysis, III. Military mapping from 1879. Source: Map collection, 
Charles University in Prague. 

same time, a sufficient quantity of monitored input data and of other 
information was available for the given territory. 

The Rakovnicky Brook is a left affluent of the Berounka River, into which 
it mouths at the 63.3 river kilometre. The drainage area is 368.14 square km 
and the length ofthe main stream is 47.37 km. The mean long-term discharge 
at the middle part (Rakovnik gauging station) is 0.67 m3.s-1, at the brook 
mouth then 0.86 m3.s-1 (in the evaluated period 1970-2001). The stream 
passes through two geologically different units. In the north-western part 
prevail Permian-Carboniferous formations; Proterozoic slates and spilites 
dominate the south-eastern part. These geological structures condition the 
geomorphologic features of the relief and determine the basic features of the 
hydrographical network, which has been in many segments 
anthropogenically transformed. The stream training works has affected more 
than one third of the basin. Stream channels in this basin have been further 
transformed in connection with the flood control measures, with urbanization 
and sewerage system outfalls, with crossing of streams by communications, 
etc. The oldest stream training was done in the 14th century when building 
mills and millraces, then in the 16th and 17th century when building a system 
of ponds at the upper and middle part of the Rakovnicky Brook. These oldest 
stream-works are now conceived positively, as they are very well integrated 
into the landscape and give it its specific scenery (Fig. 1). 

The total modification of the hydrographical network is 44.6 %, which is 
above average when compared with the national percentage o( modified 
watercourses (28.4 % according to the Ministry of Environment CR, 1995). 
The straightening and shortening of streams is largely predominating, as well 
as deepening and stabilization of water channels mainly by quarry stones. An 
analysis of runoff conditions proved a dependence of changes in the runoff 
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Fig. 2 - Simple mass curves of Qd and daily rainfall in the per iod 1970-1999. Data: CHMU. 
The Qd mass curve proves that in the period 1978-81 there was an increased runoff, which 
corresponds to the period of realization of amelioration measures in the basin. The mass 
curve of total r ainfall manifest s a gradual increase in the whole monitored period 
1970-1999. In the year s 1990-93, there was on the contrary a decrease in the course of the 
Qd mass curve, which might be due to a poorer maintenance of the amelioration system. All 
three segments of the Qd mass curve of 1972-77, 1982-89, 1994-99 ar e parallel. 

regime, especially its speeding-up, on the amelioration measures of the land 
and on training of streams (Fig. 2). 

5. Ecomorphological analysis 

Ecomorphological monitoring was done in the whole length of the main 
course that is in 47.37 km. In total, 46 length heterogeneous segments were 
delimited. Field mapping was done in three basic zones: in the stream 
channel, in its riparian belts and in its floodplain . The ecomorphological state 
of the course and of its larger background can be characterized as 
anthropogenically influenced. A relatively high part (23.4 %) from the total 
course length represents strongly anthropogenically-influenced segments 
(IVth ecomorphological degree (ES, Fig. 3). This situation is alarming 
especially in the source region where reclamation measures have been done. 
The course length has been shortened; the channel was artificially lined by 
concrete prefabricated blocks and quarry stones. Riparian belts are 
insufficiently developed and cannot fulfil their protective function. In 
addition, fields immediately close to the stream channel are intensively 
cultivated. Strongly anthropogenically influenced regions include also the 
stream segment between Onlcov and Psovky villages at the middle reach as 
well as the area in the suburb and in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town. 

Only 7.7 % of the total length of the Rakovnicky Brook was classified as 
natural that is by the first ecomorphological degree. It is the area of the upper 
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course between the Krty and 
Ecomorphological state Jesenice pound systems and two 

segments in the lower course in 
the Kfivoklatsko Protected 
Landscape Area. These territories 
should be specially protected. 
Ecohydrologically significant from 
the protection viewpoint are also 
the segments classified as the 
second ecomorphological degree 
(lInd ES), that is only slightly 
anthropogenically influenced, 
which represent 42.4 % of the 
total course length (Fig. 3). They 
are situated mainly in the 
territory of the Kfivoklatsko 
Protected Landscape Area. Espe
cially thanks to this Significant 
part of the IInd ES, the model 
basin of the Rakovnicky Brook can 

IGj I. ES ~ II. ES 151111. ES ~IV. Es l be characterized as intermediate 
anthropogenic ally influenced in 

Fig. 3 - Ecomorphological state of the comparison with other streams in 
Rakovnicky Brook. The graph shows the the Czech Republic passing 
ecomorphological state of the Rakovnicky Brook 
evaluated on the basis of three monitored zones: through a landscape with strong 
the watercourse channel, the riparian belts and agricultural and industrial im
the floodplain. I. ES - natural state, II. ES - pacts (Fig. 4). Strongly anthropo
slightly anthropogenically influenced, III. ES - genically influenced segments 
anthropogenically influenced, IV. ES - strongly (IVth ES) are situated at the 
anthropogenically influenced. middle course of the Rakovnicky 
Brook in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town (Fig. 5). 

When evaluating the basin zone, regions possibly endangered by negative 
anthropogenic activities, especially by intensive farming on agricultural 
lands, were identified on the basis of intersection of individual evaluated 
factors that is anthropogenic transformation of the hydrographical network, 
the soils erosion risk, the land cover structure, and the ecological potential of 
soils resources. The endangered regions are situated at the upper course of 
the LiSansky Brook, then in the watershed of the Kolesovicky Brook, in the 
source regiop of the Rakovnicky Brook and of its right effluents, the 
Petrovicky, Cerny and Jalovy Brooks, and then in some partial areas in the 
Rysava catchment (Fig. 6). In these regions it would be useful to take anti
erosion measures. Sufficiently large riparian belts should be created along 
watercourses. 

The ecomorphological analysis makes it clear that rehabilitation of streams 
and of riparian belts should be oriented mainly into the spring area and 
middle course classified by the IVth ecomorphological degree, where the 
stream is passing mostly through agricultural landscape. A total 
renaturalisation of the course should be done there. It means above all to 
create sufficiently large riparian belts, to back the development of natural 
fluvial -morphological structures of the channel that would help to increase 
the bio- and geodiverzity of its habitat. It is also necessary to plant or to 
restore the bank and the riparian vegetation. Within individual communes 
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Fig. 4 - Natural part of the Rakovnicky Brook in the Protected Landscape Area 
Kfivoklatsko. 

Fig. 5 - Strongly anthropogenically influenced segments (IVth ecomorphological degree) at 
the middle course of the Rakovnicky Brook in the agglomeration of the Rakovnik town. 
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Fig. 6 - Map of the Rakovnicky Brook basin. The map shows regions, which are endangered 
by negative anthropogenic activities, especially by transformation of the hydrological river 
network and high soils erosion risk. 

and in the territory of the town of Rakovnik, in the segments classified as the 
IVth ecomorphological degree, the so-called partial restoration should be done. 
It means mainly to prevent an excessive pollution of the watercourse, to 
proceed to biotechnological modifications of the channel and to restore bank 
or riparian vegetation. 

6. Conclusion 

Application of the method of ecomorphological monitoring in the model 
basin of the Rakovnicky Brook has confirmed the possibility to identify 
anthropogenic ally-influenced segments of watercourses and basin areas fitted 
for possible restoration measures. This method has brought good results also 
when used" and tested in the Habrovy Brook (Garkischova 2002) and the 
Kosinsky Brook basins (Bicanova 2002). Stribrsky (2002) compared in his 
degree work two methods - the BfG Koblenz one (LAWA 1998) and the 
method of ecomorphological monitoring (Matouskova 2002) on several model 
segments of Rakovnicky Brook. The obtained outputs are similar, which 
documents the objectivity of the method of ecomorphological monitoring. 

An incontestable advantage of the ecohydrological evaluation of water 
ecosystems·is a complex view on streams. It is important to take into account 
the ecological situation of a larger background of the stream, possibly of the 
whole basin, as a basic hydrographical unit. The obtained outputs are mostly 
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quantifiable which enables their objective comparison. The results of 
ecomorphological monitoring may serve especially as a source of information 
for integrated control of water ecosystems and for targeted planning of 
restoration measures. The significance of ecohydrological monitoring is 
stressed by the newly adopted Water Framework Directive (2000/60IEC), 
which is a basic impulsion for its larger application in Europe. 

The disadvantage of these methods is that they are charged by a certain 
degree of generalization, which is connected with the selection and number of 
evaluated parameters and with score evaluation of their individual features. 
Another negative property is a certain degree of subjectivity of the expert 
during the field monitoring. The objectivity of the evaluation may be 
increased by suitably defined parameters, by their clear characteristic and at 
the same time by sufficient training of the person doing the mapping. A larger 
application of ecomorphological monitoring in water management practice is 
still hindered by its high professional, time and financial demands. The 
obtained results are undoubtedly a significant contribution to the integrated 
control of water streams and to an improvement of the ecohydrological 
condition of water ecosystems. In the EU countries, the ecomorphological 
monitoring will be, in its simplified version, a generally applicable standard. 
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Shrnuti 

EKOHYDROLOGICKY MONITORING KV ALITY PRIROZENEHO PROSTREDI REK 

Ekohydrologicky monitoring je novym nastrojem pro hodnoceni stavu vodnich toku. Zis
kane vystupy poskytuji rozhodujici informace pro integrovanou ochranu vodnich toku a je
jich revitalizaci. Ekohydrologicky stay vodniho toku je urcen souborem hydromorfologic
kych charakteristik koryta, odtokovym a splaveninovym rezimem, hydrochemickymi vlast
nostmi vodniho media a hydrobiologickymi pomery v koryte toku, charakterem brehovych 
a doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu podel vodnich toku, antropogenni transformaci udolni ni
vy. Neprimo je ovlivnen fyzickogeografickymi a socioekonomickymi pomery celeho povodi. 

Prevazna vetsina hodnoticich pnstupu se venuje vodnim tokum vysSich radu podle 
Strahlerovy klasifikace. Nove formulovana metoda ekomorfologickeho monitoringu drob
nych vodnich toku je nastrojem pro ekohydrologicke hodnoceni v intra- a extravilanech. Je 
zalozena na kombinaci terenniho prUzkumu a zpracovani distancnich dat. Vodni ekosystem 
je zde chapan jako sirsi uzemi, ktere je tvoreno jednotlivymi vzajemne propojenymi zana
mi. Prostorovou jednotkou nejvyssiho radu je povodi a dale jsou vymezeny zany udolni ni
vy, doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu a koryta vodniho toku. Tato metoda zahrnuje analyzu 
fluvialne-morfologickych charakteristik koryta, antropogenni transform ace hydrograficke 
site, jakosti povrchove vody, stavu bi'ehove vegetace, vyuziti ploch podel vodnich toku a vy
branych ekohydrologickych charakteristik povodi. 

Modelovym povodim pro aplikaci dane metody bylo zvoleno povodi Rakovnickeho poto
ka, ktere spli'iuje vstupni pozadavky tykajici se antropogenni transformace hydrograficke 
site, velikostniho radu povodi a zarovei'i dostatecneho mnozstvi vstupnich dat. Ekomorfolo
gicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka a jeho pnprezni zany je mozno oznacit za antropogenne 
ovlivneny. Relativne vysoky podil (23,4 %) z celkove delky toku zaujimaji silne antropogen
ne ovlivnene useky (IV. ekomorfologicky stupei'i, ES). Tento stay je jiz znepokojivy v pra
menne oblasti, kde doslo k melioracnim upravam hydrograficke site. K silne antropogenne 
ovlivnenym oblastem nalezi i stredni tok Rakovnickeho potoka. Pouhych 7,7 % z celkove 
delky toku bylo klasifikovano jako prirodni, tj. I. ES. Jedna se ooblast horniho toku mezi 
Krtskou a Jesenickou rybnicni soustavou a 0 useky v CHKO Ki'ivoklatsko. Tato uzemi by 
mela byt predmetem zvlastni ochrany. V ramci hodnoceni zany povodi byly identifikovany 
oblasti potencialne ohrozene vuci negativnim antropogennim cinnostem, predevsim inten
zivnimu obhospodarovani zemedelskych ploch. 

Metoda ekomorfologickeho monitoringu pnnesla rovnez dobre vysledky pri jeji aplikaci 
v nekolika dalsich modelovYch povodich pfi reseni diplomovych praci na PrF UK v Praze a 
CVUT v Praze (Bicanova 2002, Garkischova 2002, Kovar 2002, Stnbrsky 2002). 

Vysledky ekomorfologickeho monitoringu mohou slouzit zejmena jako zdroj informaci 
pro integrovanou ochranu vodnich ekosystemu a pro cilene planovani revitalizacnich opat
reni v krajine.Vyznam ekohydrologickeho monitoringu zdurazi'iuje nove pnjata Ramcova 
smernice ochrany vod (2000/60IEC), ktera je zakladnim podnetem pro jeho sirsi aplikaci 
v Evrope. 

Obr. 1 - Historicka mapa Rakovnickeho potoka. Vymezeni ekomorfologickych useku pro 
porovnavaci analyzu, III. Vojenske mapovani z roku 1879. Zdroj: Mapova sbirka, 
Univerzita Karlova v Praze. 

Obr. 2 - Jednoduche souctove cary Qd a dennich srazek v obdobi 1970-1999. Data: CHMU. 
Souctova cara Qd prokazuje, ze v obdobi 1978-81 doslo ke zvysenemu llarustU od
toku, coz odpovida dobe, kdy byly realizovany hydromelioracni opatreni v povodi. 
Souctove cary srazkovYch uhrnu vykazuji v celem monitorovanem obdobi 
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1970-1999 pozvolny mirust. V letech 1990-93 doslo k naopak poklesu v prubehu 
souctove cary, coz muze souviset s omezenim udrzby melioracf. Vsechny tfi seg
menty souctove cary prutoku 1972-77, 1982-89, 1994-99 jsou rovnobezne. 

Obr. 3 - Ekomorfologicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka. Graf znazornuje celkovy ekomorfolo
gicky stay Rakovnickeho potoka vyhodnoceny na zaklade tfech monitorovanych 
z6n: koryta vodniho toku, doprovodnych vegetacnich pasu a udolni nivy. I. ES -
pnrodni stay, II. ES - mirne antropogenne ovlivneny, III. ES - stfedne antropo
genne ovlivneny, IV. ES - silne antropogenne ovlivneny. 

Obr. 4 - pfirodni usek Rakovnickeho potoka na uzemi Chranene krajinne oblasti Kfivo
klatsko. 

Obr. 5 - Silne antropogenne ovlivnene useky (IV. ekomorfologicky stupen na stfednim to
ku Rakovnickeho potoka v intravilanu mesta Rakovnika. 

Obr. 6 - Mapa znazornuje oblasti potencialne ohrozene negativni antropogenni cinnosti, 
pfedevsim na zaklade antropogenni transform ace hydrograficke site a erozniho 
ohrozeni pud. 
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